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DEVELOPING A REFERENCE MODEL FOR 
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MANAGEMENT 

Research in Progress 
 

Philipp Fukas, Osnabrück University, Germany, philipp.fukas@uni-osnabrueck.de 
Oliver Thomas, Osnabrück University, Germany, oliver.thomas@uni-osnabrueck.de 

Abstract 
The adoption and diffusion of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in organizations are significantly influenced 
by many sociotechnical factors such as people, processes, or regulations. However, previous research 
has mostly focused on a reactive description of individual influencing factors and lacks an overarching 
perspective that enables active management of an organization’s various AI capabilities. Therefore, this 
paper provides a first overarching perspective by identifying all relevant activities for the management 
of AI in literature and grouping them into eight different fields of action. These fields of action are then 
evaluated by practitioners and combined into a cross-industry reference model for AI Management. 
While this reference model is the first of its kind and is already making a valuable contribution to the 
emerging field of AI Management in Information Systems Research, further insights are expected from 
the future refinement and application of the model. 
 
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence Management, Information Technology Management, Reference 
Model, Design Science Research. 

1 Introduction 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) will revolutionize and transform the way public and private organizations do 
business (Zhang et al., 2022). Although the transfer of AI technologies from research into business 
practice has been pushed for several years, organizations still struggle with the adoption of AI into their 
business processes (Mikalef and Torvatn, 2019; Benbya, Davenport and Pachidi, 2020). This is because 
the major challenge in using AI is not the technical design of AI prototypes, but the development and 
operation of value-adding AI-based information systems (Brenner et al., 2021). The transition from AI 
prototypes to real, productive operation is very difficult as there are numerous complex challenges to 
overcome (Asatiani et al., 2021). Thereby, past studies primarily apply Diffusion of Innovation Theory 
(DOI), Resource-based Theory, Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs), Technology-Organization-
Environment (TOE) frameworks or Maturity Models (MMs) to identify corresponding factors that 
influence the adoption of AI in their respective scope. However, research to date has mostly focused on 
a reactive description of individual influencing factors and lacks an overarching perspective that enables 
active management of an organization’s various AI capabilities. Developing appropriate application 
scenarios and creating operationally functional AI applications that can be used productively is the 
primary challenge for achieving success in AI utilization (Brenner, van Giffen and Koehler, 2021). The 
productive use of applications is essential for leveraging AI in order to reduce costs through automation 
or to create new business models and enhance customer interaction to generate additional revenue 
(Berente et al., 2021; Enholm et al., 2021). Thus, AI systems must be actively managed in various fields 
of action to create a value proposition for organizations. For example, the proper integration of AI into 
business processes requires compliance with ethical principles (Eleks et al., 2022; Kortum et al., 2022), 
new target group-oriented explainable AI (XAI) approaches (Fukas et al., 2022; Rebstadt et al., 2022), 
or large, high-quality, and balanced data sets (Fukas, Menzel and Thomas, 2022). Accordingly, a new 
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subordinary field of Information Systems (IS) Research, namely AI Management (AIM), has emerged 
that aims to develop systems, models, and methods for the systematic steering of AI in organizations 
(Berente et al., 2021). However, previous studies have each focused on only a small and specific set of 
activities influencing the adoption and application of AI in organizations. For example, Monshizada, 
Sarbazhosseini and Mohamdian (2021) focus only on factors related to people, processes, data, and 
technology and neglect factors related to strategy or ethics. This raises the question that many business 
executives are currently asking themselves (Brenner et al., 2021): How can we do something useful with 
AI and what are the next steps? Therefore, the current IS body of knowledge lacks an overarching 
perspective that summarizes relevant activities for the management of AI and provides initial guidance 
to other practitioners and researchers. Our research aims to fill this research gap and provide a general 
guide for AIM by identifying relevant activities for managing AI in literature and inductively grouping 
these activities into eight different fields of action. To ensure the applicability and usefulness of our 
findings, the eight fields of action will be evaluated by practitioners and finally combined into a cross-
industry reference model for AIM. Subsequently, the following two Research Questions (RQs) represent 
the problem statement of our Design Science Research (DSR) approach:  

RQ 1: Which management activities can ensure the value-adding application of AI in organizations? 

RQ 2: How can a reference model be developed to guide the management of AI in organizations? 

To answer these RQs, we follow a multi-methodical DSR approach that includes data collection and 
analysis from the knowledge base of IS research and the environment of current IS and AI practitioners. 
In the first step, we outline the current state of research in AIM and the overall research design including 
its applied methods. Afterward, we successively present our results including identified management 
activities and the inductively grouped fields of action from literature, the evaluation results with business 
practitioners, and the developed AIM reference model (AIM-RM). Finally, our results are briefly 
discussed and placed in the current state of research before a conclusion and an outlook are given. 

2 State of Research in Artificial Intelligence Management 

Information Technology (IT) should effectively support corporate goals and deliver business value. To 
achieve this, it must be systematically managed and coordinated within organizations. This task, known 
as IT Management (Resch 2020), faces new challenges with the emergence of IT innovations based on 
various sub-areas of AI (Berente et al., 2021). The concept of “AI Management” (AIM) has been 
introduced to address these new challenges (Brenner et al., 2021). AIM encompasses systems, models, 
and methods for the systematic management of AI in organizations. It acknowledges the potential of AI 
for business challenges, develops effective solutions, implements, operates, and continually improves 
them (Brenner et al., 2021). AIM goes beyond the pure development of new algorithms, software, or 
hardware and ensures that AI is used productively in organizations to achieve real value contributions 
(Berente et al., 2021). Managing AI requires a profound understanding of the respective algorithms and 
the characteristics of AI methods require new processes, structures, and competences to ensure their 
professional handling (Monshizada et al., 2021). Thus, AIM is a component of IT management (Brenner 
et al., 2021). In IT management, MMs are a widely used tool for estimating and managing the maturity 
of technologies (Becker, Knackstedt and Pöppelbuß, 2009). Sometimes TRLs are used instead for the 
same purpose (Alsheibani, Cheung and Messom, 2018). Additionally, business capability models 
provide structured graphical representations of all organizational business capabilities, their 
relationships and hierarchy (Khosroshahi et al., 2018). Recently, these tools are also applied for AIM. 
While some rudimentary and generic models such as the AI MM by Alsheibani, Cheung and Messom 
(2019) were initially developed, industry-specific models such as the AI MM for smart manufacturing 
by Chen et al. (2022) or the AI MM for auditing by Fukas et al. (2021) have been increasingly introduced 
over time to ensure practical applicability for organizations. Thus, to address the concrete application of 
AIM in business practice, industry-specific models and descriptions of management activities are 
necessary, while an abstract view of management activities can provide an initial guide (Fukas, 2022). 
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3 Research Design 
Our overall research design (cf. Figure 1) follows the evaluation activities for DSR proposed by 
Sonnenberg and vom Brocke (2012) and incorporates a multi-methods approach to design an instance 
of an IT artifact within the context of a triangulation (Brewer and Hunter, 2006). IT artifacts in the DSR 
sense include constructs, models, methods, and instantiations (Hevner et al., 2004). As starting point to 
develop the AIM-RM as an IT artifact, the research need is identified and the research problem is 
formulated by two RQs (cf. section 1). Then, a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is conducted to 
justify the problem statement and the research gap as the first evaluation step (EVAL 1). Based on the 
analyzed literature, management activities are identified and grouped into eight fields of action to answer 
RQ 1 with an argumentative-deductive analysis (Wilde and Hess, 2007). As the second evaluation step 
(EVAL 2), a quantitative-qualitative online survey with business practitioners ensures that the artifact 
design progresses to a solution to the stated problem (Döring and Bortz, 2016). In particular, the fields 
of action are validated for correctness and completeness. Finally, the AIM-RM is constructed based on 
the knowledge generated through the SLR (EVAL 1), the argumentative-deductive analysis (DESIGN), 
and the quantitative-qualitative online survey (EVAL 2). 

 

Figure 1. Design and Evaluation Activities based on Sonnenberg and vom Brocke (2012). 

The process of the SLR in the first evaluation step (EVAL 1) followed the guidelines of vom Brocke et 
al. (2009) and Webster and Watson (2002) by first conducting an online search in different scholarly 
databases and second performing a backward and forward search over the initially achieved 
publications. In the beginning, the scope of the review was defined using the six characteristics of the 
taxonomy of Cooper (1988) and the topics were conceptualized using concept mapping (Rowley and 
Slack 2004). The concept mapping based on the state of research in AIM revealed that mainly the terms 
“capability”, “maturity”, or “readiness” are attributed to the study of AIM activities. Therefore, the 
search string was constructed as follows: “Artificial Intelligence Maturity” OR “Artificial Intelligence 
Capability” OR “Artificial Intelligence Readiness”. Other terms such as “management” or synonyms 
for AI were not used and the search string was focused on full terms to find only the most relevant 
contributions to the research topic. To conduct a search as extensive as possible, the literature was 
searched via thirteen different scholarly databases providing access to leading journals with no further 
source restrictions other than the search term (cf. left side of Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Visualization of the Search and Filter Steps. 
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In total, 2994 articles were identified. By applying several filter steps, only the most relevant 
contributions to the review scope are selected afterward. From the initial 2994 contributions, 1447 
duplicates, 52 contributions not written in English or German, 1319 contributions not relevant based on 
the title and/or the abstract, and 145 contributions not relevant based on the full text were excluded (cf. 
right side of Figure 2). The concluding backward and forward search included 20 additional relevant 
contributions. Finally, 51 relevant contributions were identified, which were further analyzed using the 
concept matrix approach (Salipante, Notz and Bigelow, 1982; Webster and Watson, 2002). The 
identified management activities and argumentatively-deductively derived fields of action were 
afterward validated in the second evaluation step (EVAL 2) by a quantitative-qualitative online survey 
with business practitioners using a standardized questionnaire (Döring and Bortz, 2016). For a survey 
using a questionnaire, the research topic must be operationalized in order to be able to conduct a 
quantitative measurement (Stein, 2019). Therefore, the most important aspects of the research topic must 
be identified and defined in a scale level in the form of variables. According to Neuman (2014), the 
quantitative approach is deductive by defining the aspects to be investigated beforehand, for instance, 
based on literature. To operationalize the research objective in the best possible way but keep the length 
of the questionnaire feasible for the participants, the fields of action were evaluated instead of asking 
about each individual activity in detail. Therefore, each participant was asked to rate the relevance of 
the corresponding field of action regarding the use of AI in their organization based on a short 
description on a bipolar Likert scale from (1) Not relevant to (5) Very relevant (Likert, 1932). Afterward, 
each participant was asked an open question about whether it sees any other aspects that positively or 
negatively influence the operational use of AI in its organization. To guarantee a cross-industry 
evaluation, participants had to specify in which industry (or field) they are currently working and what 
industry knowledge they have. Finally, the participants’ expertise was ensured by indicating what job 
or profession they currently hold, how much professional experience in years they have, and whether 
they have already been able to acquire profound knowledge about AI. The population of the survey 
represents IS practitioners or practitioners of a closely related field that already have profound 
knowledge of the application of AI systems. Out of this special population, a non-probabilistic sample 
including the snowball principle of Goodman (1961) was selected. Since non-probabilistic samples do 
not pursue the goal of representativeness, this type is particularly suitable for exploratory research in 
which an overview of the topic is to be created (Döring and Bortz, 2016). For the data collection, the 
standardized online questionnaire was sent to the participants. Before conducting the actual survey, a 
pretest was conducted to eliminate technical problems, a lack of comprehensibility, or response formats 
that were not appropriate. In the pretest, experts evaluated the descriptions, the questions, and the answer 
options in detail and conducted trial runs. After data collection with the participants was completed, data 
preparation was performed in which the data were processed and transformed. Since the personal data 
of the participants should not be collected in the first place or should be eliminated during data 
preparation at the latest, our questionnaire did not include any questions about personal details like age 
or gender (Döring and Bortz, 2016). Afterward, the processed data were analyzed by using descriptive 
statistical methods, visualization techniques, and one-sample t-tests with the goal to interpret the 
statistical results in relation to the research objective (Student, 1908). Finally, the AIM-RM was 
constructed using a combination of the results of the explorative SLR (EVAL 1), the argumentative-
deductive analysis (DESIGN), and the evaluative quantitative-qualitative online survey (EVAL 2). 

4 Artificial Intelligence Management Reference Model 

4.1 Fields of Action from a Literature Perspective 
As a result of the SLR, we found that 51 previous studies have already attempted to some extent to 
describe specific activities for the management of AI in organizations. All studies were published 
between 2017 and 2022 and hence indicate that the research on AIM emerged only recently and is still 
relatively new compared to other branches of IS and AI research. Most research is focused on MMs (26 
out of 51 articles) followed by Readiness Level(s) (13 out of 51 articles) and Capability Models (8 out 
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of 51 articles). Only recently in 2021, some research (4 out of 51 articles) has explored the development 
of active guidelines for managing AI (cf. Table 1). Tariq and Abonamah (2021) propose a strategic 
framework for effective AI Adoption in the United Arab Emirates (UAE). Makasi et al. (2021) design 
value-based guiding principles for managing Cognitive Computing systems in the public sector. Brenner 
et al. (2021) present processes and structures for AIM and their ideas and concepts represent the 
beginning of application-oriented research. Finally, Monshizada, Sarbazhosseini and Mohamdian 
(2021) provide the first ideas of a conceptual framework for AIM including the fields of action people, 
process, data, and technology (2PDT). All 51 articles analyzed in the SLR are included in the references 
section of this paper. For better comprehensibility of our research, we have also listed the assigned 
concepts from the SLR with the respective articles in the references section. 
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Capability Model 8 2018-2021 3 7 4 8 7 6 5 7 
Management Principles 4 2021 3 4 3 4 4 4 3 4 
Maturity Model 26 2018-2022 6 21 10 23 22 13 18 23 
Readiness Levels 13 2017-2022 7 13 11 8 13 9 10 11 
Total 51 2017-2022 19 45 28 43 46 32 36 45 

Table 1. Cumulated Concept Matrix. 

The 51 previous studies mention a multitude of different management activities for AIM in 
organizations. These activities are too numerous to be presented in an understandable way in this short 
research paper. However, since most of the studies are based on widely known research theories and 
frameworks like DOI, TOE, or MMs, common and overarching concepts can be identified as fields of 
action. The concepts were inductively defined following a bottom-up approach and then iteratively 
refined until the final eight concepts illustrated on the right side of Table 1 emerged. The concepts are 
defined as mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive as possible to ensure a transparent structuring 
of the problem, an efficient solution finding and, as a result, high-quality fields of action (Rasiel, 1999). 
The field Budget & Investment refers to the amount an organization is willing to invest in AI and hence, 
budgeting activities for adopting AI are included in it. It also describes the economic viability of using 
AI and includes activities such as a Return on Investment (ROI) calculation (Botchkarev and Andru, 
2011). Many AI systems rely on high-quality data management. All activities concerned with data 
management such as the secure and efficient collection, processing, and analysis of data are subsumed 
under the field Data. The adoption and operation of AI raise numerous ethical issues that impact 
corporate governance in several ways. Management activities that ensure that AI adheres to corporate 
values, policies, and processes that protect the privacy, security, and dignity of customers are subject to 
the field Ethics & Regulations. It addresses the establishment of ethical values and standards related to 
the use of AI, such as data privacy, transparency (using for example XAI), and fairness in the 
organization. Today, organizations are formally defined by the terms organization and business 
processes and managing both regarding the use of AI systems is subject to the field Organization & 
Processes. The field People & Competences addresses all management tasks related to an organization’s 
human resources. This encompasses recognizing the individual abilities that employees must possess 
for the purpose of developing, utilizing, and enhancing AI technologies. It also involves educating 
current employees or hiring new employees who possess these competences. The goal of adopting AI 
in organizations is to achieve a positive impact on its products and services, e.g. in terms of quality or 
price. The field Products & Services subsumes all management activities that support AI technologies 
in becoming a critical part of product and service development and offering to clients. The field Strategy 
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& Management describes the planning and formulation of goals and strategies for the use of AI in an 
organization in terms of content, scope as well as temporal and spatial reference. It includes tasks to 
ensure that the company’s management enables the adoption, diffusion, and long-term use of AI. Finally, 
the field Technologies & Infrastructure describes the management of IT infrastructure and architecture 
required for the use of AI on a large scale. It subsumes the necessary hardware and software components 
to enable the development and use of AI and the implementation of concrete AI technologies. 

4.2 Fields of Action from a Business Practice Perspective 
The identified management activities and overarching fields of action were evaluated with a quantitative 
survey with business practitioners using standardized questionnaires. In total, 58 experts have fully 
answered the standardized questionnaire. From these 58 participants, only 2 indicated that they do not 
have profound knowledge about AI and therefore, the answers of these 2 participants have been excluded 
from the analysis. Exemplary professions of the participants are “Data Scientist”, “Software Engineer”, 
“IT Consultant”, “Business Analyst” or “Managing Director” and the average professional experience 
is 8.0982 years. The average time taken to complete the questionnaire was 15 minutes and 15 seconds. 
The descriptive statistics of the survey are visualized on the right side of Figure 3 using boxplots. 

 

Figure 3. Statistics and Visualization of the Sample Data. 

The results in the form of descriptive statistics indicate that most fields of action were evaluated as 
relevant by the participants. The data were further analyzed by conducting one-sample t-tests for each 
field of action (cf. left side of Figure 3). A field of action has high relevance for AIM if the mean value 
is greater than 3 since on a five-point Likert scale a value between 3 and 5 indicates a tendency toward 
greater relevance. However, it is only possible to choose integers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Thus, a mean of 3.5 
could indicate that half of the participants rated the dimension as neither relevant nor irrelevant 
(depending on the distribution of the data). Nevertheless, based on our one-sample t-tests, every field of 
action was evaluated as highly relevant in our sample with the exception of Organization & Processes 
(p-value of 0.3588 and thus higher than the significance level of 0.05). This is surprising since 
management activities related to Organization & Processes are mentioned in 46 out of the 51 previous 
studies and are considered core activities for AIM. Therefore, this field of action is still part of the AI-
RM. The correlation between individual fields of action ranges from 0.2700 (Ethics & Regulations and 
Products & Services) to 0.7152 (Technologies & Infrastructure and Data). No significant similarities 
or differences in visual data analysis were found between industries based on our sample. This might be 
due to the fact that our sample size with respect to individual industries is very small and therefore 
cannot provide further insights for individual industries. With an increasing sample size, it is expected 
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that a slight difference between the relevance of single fields of action for the different industries can be 
observed. Nevertheless, our results indicate that the fields of action derived from literature are also 
considered highly relevant by practitioners regardless of their industry. In addition, one expert stated 
that major problems in working with AI on a daily basis are the lack of understanding among customers 
of what AI is and whether it can contribute to their products, and how many AI pioneers there are in the 
market in the industry. These factors of customer readiness and market readiness are classical factors of 
adoption studies that for example use the TOE framework (Tornatzky and Fleischer, 1990). However, 
since these factors are external factors of the company’s environment, they are not suited for the internal 
AI capability perspective the AIM addresses in the first place. Nevertheless, in line with the statements 
of another participant, the external customer readiness factor could be transformed in an internal 
Marketing & Sales field of action. Said participant states that customers of his company are always told 
how elementary its AI features are with the goal of better selling AI-related products and services. 
Therefore, the field Products & Services of the AIM-RM was slightly refined to cover these aspects as 
well. Finally, as also stated by one participant, all current aspects of AIM can be covered with the derived 
fields of action that were included in the survey. Moreover, every field of action except Organization & 
Processes was evaluated as highly relevant for AIM by our data sample. But since the field of action 
Organization & Processes is mentioned in 46 out of the 51 previous studies it is also included in the 
current version of the AI-RM. In future research, ecological consequences of AI such as higher energy 
consumption caused by higher computational power needed to train ML algorithms could also be 
considered in the AIM-RM (Fukas and Thomas, 2021). 

4.3 Designing the Reference Model 
The AIM-RM is designed by classifying the fields of action identified from the literature and evaluated 
through the quantitative-qualitative survey into Enabling Activities, Value Activities, Governance 
Activities, and Core Activities (cf. Figure 4). These superordinate activity classes were derived based on 
a combination of the SLR results and the online survey. Enabling Activities and Value Activities build 
the frame of why an organization – at least in the economic sense – should adopt AI in the first place. 
Initially, organizations must declare budgets and invest in various kinds of resources (e.g. technologies, 
data, employees) to develop innovative products and services enabled by AI technology, which then 
should guarantee an ROI and deliver added value to the company. Enabling Activities like budgeting, 
cost calculation, and resource planning are subsumed in the field Budget & Investment. To create 
business value, the use of AI must have a positive impact on the products and services of an organization. 
Value Activities like the measurement of the value contribution of AI, the design of AI-based products 
and services, and the marketing and sales of these products and services are subject to the field Products 
& Services. To achieve the value-creating use of AI, Core Activities that can be grouped into four central 
fields of action are necessary. The establishment of AI-related technologies (e.g. Machine Learning, 
Natural Language Processing, or Computer Vision) as well as a robust infrastructure (e.g. Cloud 
Computing or own computing centers) enables the efficient and effective collection, processing, and 
analysis of data. Thereby, the management of all activities that are concerned with the development, 
deployment, or operation of technologies and infrastructure supporting the use of AI in the organizations 
are subsumed under the field Technologies & Infrastructure. AI systems rely on high-quality data 
management. The field Data covers management activities that should ensure the amount, quality, and 
secure and efficient processing of the data necessary to successfully develop and operate AI systems in 
an organization. To develop and use AI, highly qualified internal employees or at least external 
consultants are necessary, which should be organized with lean structures and business processes. The 
field People & Competences includes management activities like the identification of competences that 
are necessary to develop, improve and use AI in an organization, the training of existing employees, or 
the recruiting of new employees with the needed AI competences. The establishment of collaborations 
with partners to externally source AI competences is also a management activity in this field of action. 
For the value-creating integration of AI into business (AI Business Integration), business processes and 
structures may need to change. Management activities concerned with these changes as well as the 
proactive modeling of lean, transparent, and adaptable business processes driven by AI are subject to 
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the field Organization & Processes. All Enabling, Core, and Value Activities should be coordinated by 
a central AI strategy. Therefore, Governance Activities like AI strategy development, the strategic 
alignment between business and AI (Business-AI Alignment), and the planning and management of AI 
projects are included in the field Strategy & Management. Finally, ethical guidelines and regulations for 
the trustworthy use of AI should be ensured across all other management activities. Therefore, the field 
Ethics & Regulations covers Governance Activities like the establishment of ethical values and standards 
regarding AI in the organization as well as compliance with all internal and external regulations. 

 

Figure 4. Artificial Intelligence Management Reference Model. 

5 Artificial Intelligence Management Reference Model 
In this paper, the AIM-RM was developed as an initial and general guide for the value-adding 
application of AI in organizations. We answered RQ 1 by systematically identifying management 
activities from the literature and grouping them into eight different fields of action. The fields of action 
were evaluated against their correctness and completeness with a quantitative-qualitative online survey 
by IS and AI practitioners. The design of the AIM-RM by analyzing the previously identified and 
evaluated management activities and fields of action answers RQ 2. Even though we followed 
scientifically accepted standards throughout the entire research process, our work has some limitations. 
The management activities and fields of action were not evaluated in a fully representative survey 
because a non-probabilistic sample was drawn from the population and the number of participants was 
too small for cross-industry findings. However, it can be stated that the quality of a scientific paper does 
not only depend on the number of participants but that correct execution, evaluation, and interpretation 
are more important (Berger-Grabner, 2016). Therefore, our results provide a valid insight and with our 
findings we directly contribute to the emerging field of AIM and extend the IS body of knowledge. In 
particular, we provided the first reference model that serves researchers and practitioners as an initial 
guide to AIM. Researchers can reuse the AIM-RM to design other, more specific models in the future 
whereas practitioners can use it to set up AIM Systems in their organizations in accordance with the 
ISO/IEC CD 42001 standard (ISO, 2023). The AI-RM represents a starting point for improving the 
strategic management of organizations with regard to the use of AI and supports practitioners in 
integrating AI technologies into their organizations in a long-term and target-oriented manner. 
Nevertheless, the AIM-RM at its current state represents research in progress since it is an instance of 
an artifact, which is not validated with an ex-post evaluation yet. The ex-post evaluation is subject to 
further research and should provide proof of applicability and proof of usefulness of the AIM-RM. 
Finally, while the AIM-RM is already making a valuable contribution to IS research, further insights are 
expected from the future refinement and application of the model. 

Budget & 
Investment
To enable the value-
creating use of AI,
organizations must
allocate budgets and
invest in different
types of resources
(e.g. technologies,
data, or employees).
Calculations such as
ROI should ensure
the business value
proposition and the
constant economic
sustainability of AI.

Products & 
Services
To create business
value, the use of AI
must have a positive
impact on products
and services. The
contribution of AI
to the products and
services offered to
customers as well as
its impact on sales
and marketing must
be determined and
measured for ROI
calculations.

Enabling
Activities

Value
Activities

Technologies & Infrastructure
Technologies (AI and non-AI) must be combined into
a suitable IT infrastructure so that AI can be
developed and operated on a large scale.

Data
The quantity and quality as well as the effective and
efficient processing of data must be ensured to achieve
business value with AI.

People & Competences
Competences that employees need to posses to
develop, improve, and use AI must be identified,
evolved, and, if necessary, sourced externally.

Organization & Processes
For the value-creating integration of AI into business
(AI Business Integration), business processes and
structures must be lean, transparent, and adaptable.

Core Activities

Strategy & Management
Goals and strategies for the use of AI in terms of content, scope as well as temporal and spatial reference must be
planned and formulated (Business-AI Alignment). It must be defined how managers can enable the use of AI.

Ethics & Regulations
The development and use of AI must comply with internal and external regulations. Ethical values and standards
specific to AI, such as data protection, transparency, and fairness, must be established in the organization.

Governance Activities

Artificial Intelligence
Management
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